He's Alive!
SSATB

Words and Music by
Frances Matthews

For Easter and Pentecost
He's Alive!

SSATB

Music and Lyrics by Frances Matthews

Perceptive Drone (Nordic folk). Approx. \( \frac{4}{4} = 128.\)

**Soprano**

```
Hey-a-na hun-a-na dun-da-day,
Hey-a-na hun-a-na dun-da-day
```

**Alto**

```
Hey-a-na hun-a-na dun-da-day,
Hey-a-na hun-a-na dun-da-day
```

**Tenor**

```
Hey-a-na hun-a-na dun-da-day,
Hey-a-na hun-a-na dun-da-day
```

**Bass**

```
Hey-a-na hun-a-na dun-da-day,
Hey-a-na hun-a-na dun-da-day
```
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*Hey* with an 'x' note should be deep, loud and percussive.

Option to dramatise.

Option to add drum beat at Fig C onwards (preferably a deep, skin-covered drum with soft beaters).
A DISCIPLES IN THE UPPER ROOM. SCARED, SECRET.
JESUS IS DEAD AND YOU MIGHT BE SENTENCED TOO.

S. Hey-ana hun-ana dund-ada-dan, hey-ana hun-ana dund-ada-dan:

A. Hey-ana hun-ana dund-ada-dan, hey-ana hun-ana dund-ada-dan:

T. Hey-ana hun-ana dund-ada-dan, hey-ana hun-ana dund-ada-dan:

B. Hey-ana hun-ana dund-ada-dan, hey-ana hun-ana dund-ada-dan:

THE QUIET, HIDDEN TESTIMONY
OF THE WOMEN
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NEWS FROM THE WOMEN
SECRET HOPE.

Excited stage whisper, rhythmic recitative

He's alive, He's alive, He's alive!
Yes, He's alive my Jesus!
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(FOR EASTER): DISCIPLES GAIN CONFIDENCE
(FOR PENTECOST): FLAME OF PENTECOST GIVES DISCIPLES COURAGE

Stage lights up or similar

Dunn. Spirit take me He's alive, He's alive,

Yes, He's alive my Jesus!

Yes! He's alive! Yes, He's alive! He's alive!
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Je - sus speak it through
whole room has seen it! Je - sus con - quered death! Spi - rit speak it through
whole room has seen it! Je - sus con - quered death! Spi - rit speak it through
whole room has seen it! Je - sus con - quered death! Spi - rit speak it through
me! Hey! He's a live, He's a live.
me! Hey-a-na dun-da-day Hey! Hey-a-dun-a-day hey-a-dun-a-day hey-a-dun-a-
me! Hey! He's a live, He's a live.
me! Hey-a-na dun-da-day Hey! Hey-a-dun-a-day hey-a-dun-a-day hey-a-dun-a-day

He's a live, Yes, He's a live my Je - sus!

day hey-a-dun-a-day hey-a-dun-a-dun da Yes, He's a live my Je - sus!

day hey-a-dun-a-day hey-a-dun-a-dun da Yes, He's a live my Je - sus!
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Yes! He's alive! Yes, He's alive! He's alive!

Yes! He's alive! Yes, He's alive! He's alive!

Yes! He's alive! Yes, He's alive! He's alive!

Yes! He's alive, He's alive!

He's alive, He's alive!

He's alive, He's alive! Hey ana dun hey ana dun da day!

He's alive, He's alive! Hey ana dun hey ana dun da day!

He's alive, He's alive!

Yes! He's a-live! Yes, He's a-live! He's a-live! Yes, He's a-live my Jesus!

Yes! He's a-live! Yes, He's a-live! He's a-live! Yes, He's a-live my Jesus!

Yes! He's a-live! Yes, He's a-live! He's a-live! Yes, He's a-live my Jesus!

Yes! He's a-live! Yes, He's a-live! He's a-live! Yes, He's a-live my Jesus!
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HE'S ALIVE! - FRANCES MATTHEWS

S. still ff
Hey a-na hun-a-na dun-da-day, he-y a-na hun-a-na dun-da-day

A. still ff
Hey a-na hun-a-na dun-da-day, he-y a-na hun-a-na dun-da-day

T. live!
day, he-y a-na hun-a-na dun-da-day

B. still ff
Hey a-na hun-a-na dun-da-day, he-y a-na hun-a-na dun-da-day

Hey, still ff
Hey! still ff
Hey! still ff
Hey! still ff
Hey! still ff
Hey! still ff
Hey!